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Abstract. Low altitude NOAA/POES satellites have measured ener-
getic particles with MEPED instrument from 1979 to present. How-
ever, these measurements have suffered from a variety of instrumental
and data quality problems, but recent advances in detailed understand-
ing of the MEPED instrument have allowed us to calibrate and correct
the data. Currently, this database forms the longest systematically
calibrated energetic particle dataset in space physics. It has now been
made available though the ESPAS Data Portal in 1/4 satellite orbit
time resolution. The offered data products include average energetic
proton and electron fluxes in two directional telescopes at different
energy channels from two opposite local time sectors and hemispheres.
The data allow one to study the particle fluxes in a variety of time scales
from space weather events to space climate time scales over several so-
lar cycles. Here we review the work done to correct and recalibrate the
MEPED database and describe in detail the data products published
in ESPAS Data Portal.

3.3.1 Introduction

Energetic particles are an important part of space weather and space climate.
They are a key element in generation of magnetic storms as they form the ring
current and radiation belts around Earth. Energetic particles precipitating from
these regions during and after geomagnetic storms also have atmospheric effects.
In addition to causing auroras, they ionize the upper atmosphere, which also leads
to complex chain of chemical reactions affecting atmospheric composition and ther-
mal structure (e.g., Andersson et al., 2014). These changes can lead to changes in
atmospheric dynamics which sometimes can even propagate down to surface level
and affect regional climate (e.g. Baumgaertner et al., 2011; Maliniemi et al., 2013).
To be able to study particle populations during storms and their effects in the at-
mosphere in space climate time scales over several solar cycles, direct long-term
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satellite measurements are needed. Although satellite measurements of energetic
particles have been made since the dawn of space age in different satellites, system-
atic measurements with similar instrumentation and on similar orbits are needed
for obtaining a consistent and homogeneous view of the changes in the particle
populations. One of the longest running satellite programs is the NOAA/POES
(Polar Orbiting Environmental Satellites) program, which has been operational
since 1978. The POES satellites are mainly intended for Earth monitoring (e.g.,
atmospheric and weather monitoring instruments), but they also include MEPED
(Medium Energy Proton and Electron Detector) energetic particle instrument as
a part of their SEM (Space Environment Monitor) instrument package. A total of
14 satellites carrying the SEM package have been launched since 1978.

Despite the long temporal coverage of POES measurements, their use for long-
term studies has been problematic due to several instrumental problems, which
cause systematic errors and long-term drifts and inhomogeneities in the measure-
ments. These problems are related to degradation of the proton detectors caused
by radiation damage, noise problems introducing false counts in some detectors of
some satellites, non-ideal instrument efficiencies, which differ between instrument
versions and contamination of electron measurements by energetic protons. In
addition to these instrumental problems, the archived POES auxiliary data, i.e.,
quantities calculated from satellite position (e.g., magnetic local time, magnetic co-
ordinates etc.) are only rough first order approximations to more accurate values.
Especially before mid 1990s also the archived satellite position data and conse-
quently the auxiliary data as well contain spurious errors, sometimes significant,
which makes the interpretation of the measurements problematic.

We have studied the NOAA/POES MEPED database meticulously and have
corrected and recalibrated the entire database extending from 1979 to present.
This dataset now forms the longest recalibrated set of energetic particle measure-
ments to date and offers unique possibilities to study near-Earth particle popula-
tions in space weather and especially in space climate time scales. For the purpose
of space climate studies, we have released the entire corrected MEPED dataset
in 1/4 of satellite orbit time resolution in the ESPAS Data Portal. Section 2 of
this chapter presents a review of NOAA/POES satellites, the MEPED instrument.
Section 3 reviews the different instrumental and data problems of the MEPED in-
strument and the procedures applied to the data in order to correct them. Section
4 discusses the NOAA/MEPED data products made available through the ESPAS
system and Section 5 presents a short summary.

3.3.2 NOAA satellites and MEPED instruments

NOAA/POES satellites are low-altitude (∼850 km) satellites, which fly on nearly
circular polar orbits with an orbital period of about 102 min. The orbital planes
relative to the Sun-Earth line stay relatively constant, i.e., the satellites are ”Sun
synchronous”. However, the orbital planes of most satellites drift back and forth
slowly with a period of typically about 25 years and an amplitude of a few local
time hours (with the exception of NOAA-16 for which the drift is significant). This
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Fig. 3.3.1. Monthly averaged Magnetic Local Time (MLT) of the ascending node of all

NOAA satellites as a function of time. Figure also indicates the operational period of

the different satellites.

is demonstrated in Figure 3.3.1, which shows the magnetic local time (MLT) of
the ascending node (measured at 40◦N latitude) of the satellite orbit as a function
of time for all POES satellites, which we have used. At the same time the figure
indicates the operational period of the different satellites.

The MEPED instrument onboard the POES satellites consists of two sets of
telescopes measuring energetic protons and electrons from 30 keV upwards in two
nearly orthogonal directions. MEPED also includes an omnidirectional detector
measuring highly energetic MeV and GeV range protons and electrons, but this
instrument is not discussed further here. Up to NOAA-14 (launched in 1995) the
POES satellites carried an older, SEM-1, version of the MEPED instrument, while
starting from NOAA-15 (launched in 1998) the satellites have carried an updated
version called SEM-2. (Note that NOAA-14 has not been used here, since its
MEPED data is mostly corrupted due to unknown reason. Also TIROS-N, the
first SEM-1 satellite launched in 1978, has not been used since its instruments
differ significantly from subsequent SEM-1 satellites). The energy channels of the
SEM-1 and SEM-2 electron and proton detectors have been summarized in Table
3.3.1.

Protons and electrons are both measured with two telescopes, the 0◦ and 90◦

telescopes, with a sampling time of 2 s (the two directions are sampled on alternat-
ing seconds). In regions where the particle fluxes are very low, the 2 s sampling
time can be too short to obtain meaningful counts for calibration. Because of
this we have first resampled the data by computing 16 s averaged measurements
(i.e., average of 8 consecutive measurements) in our calibrated MEPED dataset.
In SEM-2 the 0◦ (local vertical) telescope points roughly away from the Earth
along the radial Earth-satellite line and the 90◦ (local horizontal) telescope points
almost antiparallel to spacecraft velocity vector. To ensure a clear field of view
both of these telescopes have slightly been rotated from these directions (for more
details see, e.g., Asikainen and Mursula, 2013). At high latitudes, where the mag-
netic field lines near the Earth are nearly radial, the 0◦ telescope measures roughly
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Proton channels Nominal energy range of protons Nominal energy range of
contaminating electrons

P1 30 keV - 80 keV � 6 MeV(1

P2 80 keV - 250 keV � 6 MeV(1

P3 250 keV - 800 keV - (1

P4 800 keV - 2500 keV - (1

P5 2500 keV - 6900 keV - (� 800 keV(2 for SEM-1)

P6 > 6900 keV (no P6 in SEM-1) � 800 keV(2

Electron channels Nominal energy range of electrons Nominal energy range of
contaminating protons

E1 >30 keV 140-1000 keV in SEM-1 (3

210 - 2600 keV in SEM-2 (3

E2 >100 keV 220 - 1000 keV in SEM-1 (3

280 - 2600 keV in SEM-2 (3

E3 >300 keV 390 -1000 keV in SEM-1 (3

450 - 2600 keV in SEM-2 (3

Table 3.3.1. Nominal energy ranges of the proton and electron channels of the MEPED

SEM-1 and SEM-2 instruments. Note that the exact response of the instrument (esp.

electron detector) depends strongly on energy and nominal energy range of response only

roughly describes the instrument response (Asikainen and Mursula, 2013; Yando et al.,

2011). The energy ranges for SEM-1 and SEM-2 versions of the instrument are the same

except when indicated otherwise. The P-channels refer to proton detector and E-channels

to electron detector. Both detectors are sensitive to both particle species to some degree.

The proton counting efficiency of the electron channels is 100%. 1) MEPED modeling

results by Yando et al. (2011) suggest that proton channels are also sensitive to electrons.

Electron response in P1 and P2 channels starts to be significant only above some 6 MeV

energy. In P3 to P5 (SEM-2) there is no significant electron response. Typically electron

fluxes at these energies are so small compared to proton fluxes that the contamination

of P1-P5 (P4 in SEM-1) is not an issue. 2) In P6 (P5 in SEM-1) the electron response is

significant above some 800 keV, where 100% of electrons are counted. This channel can

be used as an indicator of relativistic electrons. 3) Based on MEPED modeling results

by Asikainen and Mursula (2013).

field-aligned precipitating particles and the 90◦ telescope measures roughly locally
trapped particles. At low latitudes the situation is opposite so that the 90◦ tele-
scope measures roughly field-aligned particles (either precipitating or upflowing,
depending on the direction of satellite motion and the hemisphere) and 0◦ tele-
scope locally trapped particles. However, since the field of view of the telescopes
is 30◦, the actual range of pitch angles that the telescopes measure can be quite
large. In SEM-1 the detector orientations differ from those of the SEM-2 satellites
so that the 0◦ telescope is pointed precisely along the radial direction and the 90◦

telescope is roughly perpendicular to the orbital plane and thus satellite velocity
(for more details see, e.g., Asikainen and Mursula, 2013). A more detailed descrip-
tion of SEM-1 is given by Hill et al. (1985); Seale and Bushnell (1987); Raben
et al. (1995), and of SEM-2 by Evans and Greer (2000).
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3.3.3 Calibrations and corrections

3.3.3.1 Proton dectectors Galand and Evans (2000) were the first to note
that the MEPED proton detectors onboard the POES satellites degrade due to
radiation damage. They noted that initially as satellites were launched the counts
recorded by the 90◦ telescope were typically larger than those in the 0◦ telescope
because of the anisotropic pitch angle distribution of energetic protons in the
ring current. However, they also noted that after a few years the 90◦/0◦ flux ratio
started decreasing and eventually became systematically smaller than 1. They sug-
gested that this decrease is due to radiation damage, which degrades the detectors
and is more severe in the 90◦ telescope, where the fluxes are higher. Obviously,
without correction the radiation damage leads to erroneous fluxes and artificial
long-term trends in the proton data.

Asikainen and Mursula (2011) and Asikainen et al. (2012) were the first studies
that considered the effects of radiation damage to the MEPED proton detectors
in detail. The MEPED proton (and also electron) detectors are essentially solid
state silicon detectors, where the measurement of an incoming particle is based on
measuring the amount of ionization produced by the incoming particle in the sili-
con detector. This ionization is proportional to the kinetic energy of the incoming
particle. Solid state silicon detectors are generally well known to suffer from radia-
tion damage caused by the particles that are being measured (Lutz, 1999; Grupen
and Shwartz, 2008). The incoming particles affect the detector, e.g., by creating
various defects in the solid state silicon lattice and by increasing the width of the
so-called dead layer in front of the detector chip, where the produced ionization
cannot be collected. These defects, among other things, reduce the mobility of free
charge carriers and thus affect the detection of the energy of incoming particles.
The reduced mobility of the free charges reduces the amount of collected charge
and thus leads to underestimation of particle energy, which means that the energy
required to produce a count in a given energy channel increases. Thus in effect,
the radiation damage increases the energy thresholds of the instrument from their
initial nominal values. Since the measured fluxes typically decrease as a function of
energy, the radiation damage leads to underestimation of particle flux at a given
energy channel. This underestimation becomes significant typically already 1-2
years after satellite launch and needs to be corrected before the data can be used
for quantitative studies (Asikainen and Mursula, 2011).

Asikainen and Mursula (2011) developed a methodology to estimate the tempo-
ral development of the effective energy thresholds of the MEPED proton detectors
and to use this information to correct the proton measurements. The first esti-
mates were later refined by Asikainen et al. (2012). The overall process of proton
data correction is summarized in Figure 3.3.2. As a new satellite is launched, an
old satellite can be compared to it by finding satellite conjunctions, i.e., times
where satellites are suitably close to each other spatially and temporally (step 1).
The measured spectra can then be compared to find by which factors (α factors)
the energy thresholds in the old satellite have increased (step 2). Performing the
comparison for multiple conjunctions each time a new satellite is launched allows
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us to estimate the temporal development of the α factors (step 3). The α factors
can then be computed for any time and be used to compute the proton fluxes
at nominal energy thresholds from the measured spectrum (step 4). However, as
noted by Asikainen and Mursula (2011), computing the flux at any energy which
is below the lowest energy measured by the instrument (defined by α factor of
the P1 channel) is problematic because one has to extrapolate measured energy
spectrum to lower energies. This typically leads to significant overestimation of
the flux even when the α factors are still small. Accordingly, the highest value
of the P1 α factor during a satellite’s operational period essentially determines
the lowest energy above which one is always able to get reliable estimates for the
flux. When comparing several satellites it is the highest value of P1 α factors of
all satellites that determines the lowest usable energy threshold.

Asikainen et al. (2012) also noted another problem present in NOAA-08 and
NOAA-12, which is related to false counts introduced by electronic noise in the
proton instrument. The proton instrument actually contains two separate detector
chips, the front and the back detector. In SEM-1 the front detector measures
energy channels P1-P4 and the back detector measures those high energy protons
which penetrate through the front detector and deposit energy also into the back
detector. These counts are recorded in the P5 channel. The front and back
detectors operate in anti-coindicence logic so that if a count is registered in the
back detector it is not recorded in the channels of the front detector. For some
reason, the back detector of 0◦ telescope in NOAA-12 began showing increased
electronic noise in form of false counts in the P5 channel in mid 1996. This also
erased real counts observed at the same time in the front detector channels P1-
P4 and led to artificial decrease of the count rate in these channels. Asikainen
et al. (2012) found that comparing the 0◦ counts to the counts of the unaffected
90◦ telescope allowed one to correct the noise induced temporal change in the
0◦ counts. This noise effect was corrected before determining and correcting the
problems related to radiation damage. A similar noise effect was also seen in the
90◦ telescope of NOAA-08 starting in late 1985 and was corrected with the same
methodology as for NOAA-12.

3.3.3.2 Electron detectors The electron measurements from NOAA/POES
electron detectors show no indication of radiation damage. This is because the elec-
tron telescopes have a shielding Ni-foil covering the aperture of the telescope. This
foil stops most of the low energy protons, which would otherwise cause radiation
damage. However, the foil allows higher energy protons to penetrate the instru-
ment and be misidentified as electrons (proton contamination). It also scatters
electrons entering the instrument and significantly affects the electron counting ef-
ficiency of the instrument. Asikainen and Mursula (2013) studied these problems
in detail and also found that subtle differences in electron instrument construction
between SEM-1 and SEM-2 versions of the instrument cause the proton contami-
nation and instrument efficiencies to be different in SEM-1 and SEM-2 leading to
inhomogeneous measurements. Most of the difference between SEM-1 and SEM-2
comes from the fact that SEM-2 has about 49% thicker Ni-foil than SEM-1. This
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Fig. 3.3.2. Schematic illustrating the steps in correcting the proton measurements of

one POES satellite (NOAA-15 used as an example).

means that SEM-1 detectors are sensitive to slightly lower energy protons than
SEM-2 (see also Table 3.3.1) and the electron efficiencies are higher (less electron
scattering) in SEM-1 than in SEM-2. Asikainen and Mursula (2013) used a Monte
Carlo particle simulation to estimate the SEM-1 and SEM-2 electron instrument
efficiencies for incoming electrons and protons. They also developed a method
to use these efficiencies to remove proton contamination from the electron mea-
surements and correct them for the non-ideal instrument efficiency. After these
corrections the homogeneity of the entire MEPED electron dataset was shown to
be much improved.
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3.3.3.3 Auxiliary data Satellite position in the NOAA/POES dataset is recorded
by three parameters; geographic latitude, geographic longitude and altitude. In
SEM-2 data, where an improved data archiving process was introduced, the satel-
lite positions are relatively accurate, but in SEM-1 data the reported altitude of the
satellite is constant and corresponds to the average altitude along the orbit. In ad-
dition the older SEM-1 data (especially for NOAA-06) contains spurious errors in
satellite position, e.g., the reported longitude can sometimes be suddenly offset by
several tens to more than 180 degrees for a long period of time (several days). The
NOAA/POES dataset also contains a large set of different auxiliary parameters,
which are calculated on the basis of satellite position. These parameters include
geomagnetic coordinates, corrected geomagnetic latitude, Local Time/Magnetic
Local Time and magnetic field components calculated at the satellite position and
at the foot of the magnetic field line defined at 120 km altitude, pitch angles of the
telescopes and L-value of the field line. Computation of all of these parameters
is based on the IGRF magnetic field model and requires considerable amount of
computational time. Because the archival procedures of NOAA/POES data date
back to a time, when computational resources were quite limited, the archived
data is based on interpolation of precalculated tables for these parameters. The
tables have been computed assuming a constant satellite altitude and a constant
IGRF magnetic field for each given year (Evans and Greer, 2000).

Since we are no longer limited by computational resources, we can compute
more accurate auxiliary data for the POES dataset. We used the IRBEM library
(International Radiation Belt Environment Modeling, https://craterre.onecert.fr/
prbem/irbem/description.html) to recalculate all the auxiliary parameters for all
POES satellites using the accurate satellite position and IGRF magnetic field
model interpolated to the time of each datapoint. The IRBEM library also allowed
us to calculate additional auxiliary data not included in the original POES dataset
(e.g., 2nd adiabatic invariant, corrected geomagnetic longitude etc.). For the SEM-
1 satellites we also needed to recalculate accurate position of the satellite, because
of the spurious errors and because the accurate satellite altitude was not included
in the archived data. The SEM-1 satellite positions were computed using the his-
torical Two-Line Elements (parameter sets describing the satellite orbit) and the
SGP4 orbit propagation model both obtained from https://celestrak.com/. Re-
calculation of SEM-1 satellite positions allowed us to correct the spurious errors in
satellite position data, which obviously led to similar errors in all auxiliary param-
eters, and to obtain satellite positions also for those times when there were data
gaps. Figure 3.3.3 shows an example of some recalculated and original parameters
for NOAA-06 in 2-3 January 1986. One can see that the original data contains
many data gaps and in the first half of the depicted time period the original data
differs dramatically from the recalculated values because of erroneous satellite lon-
gitude. The original reported geographic longitude (top panel) is in opposite phase
with the recalculated data and because of this the position dependent Magnetic
Local Time (middle panel) and L-value (bottom panel) and also other parame-
ters (not shown) differ significantly. In the latter half there is almost a perfect
agreement in longitude and MLT, which indicates that the original position values
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were correct during this time and that using constant altitude with interpolation
of tabulated values does not produce a large error. One can see that the L-values
differ even in the latter period, because the original L-values are capped at L=20
and set to zero if they exceed this value. In the recalculated values there is no
need for such a restriction.
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the field line.

3.3.4 Data products in ESPAS

We have developed some specific data products based on the corrected and cali-
brated NOAA/POES dataset to be used especially in long-term studies of space
climate. These products are available through the ESPAS Data Portal. To fa-
cilitate long-term studies we have computed energetic proton and electron fluxes
conveniently averaged over 1/4 of a satellite orbit. The four segments of satellite
orbit are defined by the direction of satellite motion and the geographic hemisphere
according to Table 3.3.2. Using this segmentation we have calculated the average
energetic particle fluxes for the two telescopes in the different electron and pro-
ton energy channels (see Table 3.3.1) separately in two opposite local time sectors
from north and south. Figure 3.3.4 shows a schematic of typical POES satellite
orbit and the definitions of the four orbit segments in geographical coordinates
(top) and 3D space (bottom). In all the four segments the data have been taken
from L-shells above L=2. This boundary was chosen because it provides a clear
separation between locally trapped particles measured at the 90◦ telescopes and
locally precipitating particles measured at 0◦ telescopes (Asikainen and Mursula,
2014). (At L<2 the pitch angles of the two telescopes are significantly different
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Orbit segment Hemisphere Direction of motion
1 North Northward
2 North Southward
3 South Southward
4 South Northward

Table 3.3.2. Definition of the four orbit segments for calculating the 1/4 orbit averages.

and 0◦ telescope measures mostly trapped particles, while 90◦ telescope measures
precipitating particles). Another reason for selecting only L>2 is that it neglects
most of the very high fluxes in South-Atlantic Anomaly region, which are mostly
unrelated to energetic particles in the ring current and radiation belts.

The data products include the values calculated from the corrected and cali-
brated data as well as the uncorrected values based on original unmodified data
for comparison. Note that because of the problems related to correcting the P1
proton channels (see discussion above in Section 3.1) it is not recommended to use
the corrected P1 data after about 2 years from satellite launch. The orbital period
of about 102 min allows one to study the energetic particle fluxes with these data
from space weather to space climate time scales ranging from single storm events
to solar cycle variation of energetic particles. In order to characterize the satellite
position over the entire orbital segments, these data products include the satellite
geographic latitude, longitude, altitude and Magnetic Local Time corresponding
to the start and end times of the orbital segments (also included in the data) as
well as the median of these quantities over the orbital segment. The data also
includes an orbit segment indicator, a value between 1 and 4, corresponding to
the orbital segment in question as defined in Table 3.3.2. Because the original 16
sec data often contains data gaps, we have also included for each orbital segment
the data coverage (i.e., fraction of usable data), which can be used as a quality
measure for the orbital segment average. The data products are offered as monthly
ASCII files and the contents is described in Table 3.3.3.

3.3.5 Summary

Energetic particle measurements from the MEPED instruments onboard the low
altitude NOAA/POES satellites can be used to study long-term changes of these
particle fluxes from 1979 to present. The measurements have suffered from a va-
riety of instrumental and data quality problems, but recent advances in detailed
understanding of the MEPED instrument have allowed us to calibrate and cor-
rect the data. Currently, this database forms the longest systematically calibrated
energetic particle dataset in space physics. These data have now been made avail-
able through the ESPAS Data Portal in 1/4 satellite orbit time resolution. The
offered data products include average energetic proton and electron fluxes in two
directional telescopes at different energy channels from two opposite local time
sectors and hemispheres. They are well suited for long-term space climate studies
but can also be used, e.g., to monitor changes in energetic particle fluxes driven
by space weather events like geomagnetic storms.
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Column Description Units

Auxiliary
data:
1 START time of the 1/4 orbit segment yyyy-mm-dd-

Thh:mm:ssZ
2 END time of the 1/4 orbit segment yyyy-mm-dd-

Thh:mm:ssZ
3 orbit segment number values 1,2,3,4
4 fraction of usable data in the orbit segment, quality indicator
5 Satellite Geographic latitude median value during 1/4 orbit degrees
6 Satellite Geographic latitude in 1/4 orbit segment START degrees
7 Satellite Geographic latitude in 1/4 orbit segment END degrees
8 Satellite Geographic longitude median value during 1/4 orbit degrees
9 Satellite Geographic longitude in 1/4 orbit segment START degrees
10 Satellite Geographic longitude in 1/4 orbit segment END degrees
11 Satellite Altitude median value during 1/4 orbit km
12 Satellite Altitude in 1/4 orbit segment START km
13 Satellite Altitude in 1/4 orbit segment END km
14 Satellite Magnetic Local Time median value during 1/4 orbit hours
15 Satellite Magnetic Local Time in 1/4 orbit segment START hours
16 Satellite Magnetic Local Time in 1/4 orbit segment END hours
Energetic
Particle
fluxes:

17 0◦ telescope P1 channel PROTON fluxes, CORRECTED 1/cm2 sr s

18 0◦ telescope P2 channel PROTON fluxes, CORRECTED 1/cm2 sr s

19 0◦ telescope P3 channel PROTON fluxes, CORRECTED 1/cm2 sr s

20 0◦ telescope P4 channel PROTON fluxes, CORRECTED 1/cm2 sr s

21 0◦ telescope P5 channel PROTON fluxes, CORRECTED 1/cm2 sr s

22 90◦ telescope P1 channel PROTON fluxes, CORRECTED 1/cm2 sr s

23 90◦ telescope P2 channel PROTON fluxes, CORRECTED 1/cm2 sr s

24 90◦ telescope P3 channel PROTON fluxes, CORRECTED 1/cm2 sr s

25 90◦ telescope P4 channel PROTON fluxes, CORRECTED 1/cm2 sr s

26 90◦ telescope P5 channel PROTON fluxes, CORRECTED 1/cm2 sr s

27 0◦ telescope P1 channel PROTON fluxes, UNCORRECTED 1/cm2 sr s

28 0◦ telescope P2 channel PROTON fluxes, UNCORRECTED 1/cm2 sr s

29 0◦ telescope P3 channel PROTON fluxes, UNCORRECTED 1/cm2 sr s

30 0◦ telescope P4 channel PROTON fluxes, UNCORRECTED 1/cm2 sr s

31 0◦ telescope P5 channel PROTON fluxes, UNCORRECTED 1/cm2 sr s

32 0◦ telescope P6 channel PROTON fluxes, UNCORRECTED(∗) 1/cm2 sr s

33 90◦ telescope P1 channel PROTON fluxes, UNCORRECTED 1/cm2 sr s

34 90◦ telescope P2 channel PROTON fluxes, UNCORRECTED 1/cm2 sr s

35 90◦ telescope P3 channel PROTON fluxes, UNCORRECTED 1/cm2 sr s

36 90◦ telescope P4 channel PROTON fluxes, UNCORRECTED 1/cm2 sr s

37 90◦ telescope P5 channel PROTON fluxes, UNCORRECTED 1/cm2 sr s

38 90◦ telescope P6 channel PROTON fluxes, UNCORRECTED(∗) 1/cm2 sr s

39 0◦ telescope PROTON fluxes 120-250 keV, CORRECTED 1/cm2 sr s

40 90◦ telescope PROTON fluxes 120-250 keV, CORRECTED 1/cm2 sr s

41 0◦ telescope E1 channel ELECTRON fluxes, CORRECTED 1/cm2 sr s

42 0◦ telescope E2 channel ELECTRON fluxes, CORRECTED 1/cm2 sr s

43 0◦ telescope E3 channel ELECTRON fluxes, CORRECTED 1/cm2 sr s

44 90◦ telescope E1 channel ELECTRON fluxes, CORRECTED 1/cm2 sr s

45 90◦ telescope E2 channel ELECTRON fluxes, CORRECTED 1/cm2 sr s

46 90◦ telescope E3 channel ELECTRON fluxes, CORRECTED 1/cm2 sr s

47 0◦ telescope E1 channel ELECTRON fluxes, UNCORRECTED 1/cm2 sr s

48 0◦ telescope E2 channel ELECTRON fluxes, UNCORRECTED 1/cm2 sr s

49 0◦ telescope E3 channel ELECTRON fluxes, UNCORRECTED 1/cm2 sr s

50 90◦ telescope E1 channel ELECTRON fluxes, UNCORRECTED 1/cm2 sr s

51 90◦ telescope E2 channel ELECTRON fluxes, UNCORRECTED 1/cm2 sr s

52 90◦ telescope E3 channel ELECTRON fluxes, UNCORRECTED 1/cm2 sr s

Table 3.3.3. Contents of NOAA/POES data files available in ESPAS data portal. (∗)

Only available for SEM-2 satellites.
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